
DRED SCOTT AND THE PROBLEM OF CONSTITUTIONAL EVIL

Dred Scott and the Problem of Constitutional Evil concerns what is entailed by
pledging allegiance to a constitutional text and tradition saturated with conces-
sions to evil. The Constitution of the United States was originally understood as
an effort to mediate controversies between persons who disputed fundamental
values and did not offer a vision of the good society. In order to form a “more
perfect union” with slaveholders, late eighteenth-century citizens fashioned a
constitution that plainly compelled some injustices and was silent or ambiguous
on other questions of fundamental rights. This constitutional relationship could
survive only as long as a bisectional consensus was required to resolve all consti-
tutional questions not settled in 1787. Dred Scott challenges persons committed
to human freedom to determine whether antislavery Northerners should have
provided more accommodations for slavery than were constitutionally strictly
necessary or risked the enormous destruction of life and property that preceded
Lincoln’s new birth of freedom.
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In memory of Julius W. Graber and Jerome D. Frank,

who were for every decent cause long before those causes

were known to be decent
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I John Brown am now quite certain that the crimes of this guilty land,
will never be purged away, but with Blood.

Shalom rav al yisra’el am’cha tasim l’olam

Grant abundant peace eternally for Israel, Your people
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